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Hi Sam, 

You’ve got great ideas, but sometimes when your folks are spread out it’s harder to stay agile and 
speed those ideas to market. Take a look through Sprint Connection for some great ways to help your 
people work faster and smarter, whether they’re in the office or out in the field. 

Our solutions can be deployed in the blink of an eye, so contact me today and let’s work together to 
move your business—and your people—forward.

Talk soon, 

Sample A. Sample
XXX-XXX-XXXX
XXXXXXXXX@XXXXXXXXX.com

Sample A. Sample 
c/o Sample Business Name 
12345 Sample Street 
Suite #123456 
Sampletown, USA 12345-6789

XXXXXXXXXXX
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MaaS appeal.
All your people need devices, but having to pay for them upfront skews your cost curve. So get 
your spending under control with Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) from Sprint. 

It’s a bold new way to get your wireless—with no upfront CapEx—that includes iconic devices, 
flexible plans and dedicated service. 

What you’ll get:

• Devices your team wants, at a predictable OpEx cost 

• Flexible service plans tailored to you 

• Dedicated, customized and personal support for all users

• Seamless upgrades every 1 or 2 years, your choice

With Sprint as your strategic ally, you can scale your mobility program as your business grows and 
keep your devices running and relevant. The results are simple: lower costs, greater flexibility, and a 
happier, more productive team.

Learn how to put MaaS to work for you at sprint.com/MaaS

Man vs. Machine:
Can people and things really work together?

Prith Banerjee from Accenture sat down with Sprint’s John Votava 
to explain how enterprise organizations can tap into the separate 
strengths of humans and machines to meet business goals faster. 

“Essentially, advances in speech recognition, natural language 
processing, wearable technology and smart machines … are 
providing new opportunities,” he says in this thought-provoking 
interview.

While machines excel at precision, scale and consistency, humans 
are better at creativity, context and communications. “A good 
example is the auto industry, where a human-robot team can 
assemble the frame of a car 10 times faster than a team of three 
professionals,” Mr. Banerjee says. “The robot does the simple 

To get the full story, download the interview at sprint.com/Accenture

77% of Global 2000 companies expect to be training 
machines within three years.

repetitive welds easily without mistakes, but cedes the more 
complicated welding work to the human.”

In another example at The Los Angeles Times, intelligent 
software immediately writes the first draft of an article when an 
earthquake is reported, plugging in U.S. Geological Survey data 
into a template. A human editor reviews and posts the article, 
increasing the newspaper’s ability to report the news more 
quickly. 

Mr. Banerjee predicts that the technology trends detailed in 
Accenture’s Technology Vision 2015 report will impact the 
enterprise within three to five years. 



Time is of the essence, especially in your IT department. So why not 
offload the most mundane tasks and free your IT leaders to focus on the 
business instead of fixing problems. 

Let Robin Gareiss, president of Nemertes Research, show you how the 
strategic combination of office services—including internet, Wi-Fi and 
telephony—can take the pressure off your IT people.

View the video at sprint.com/WaaS

Workplace-as-a-Service: 

One less 
worry for IT.

Presto—instant collaboration.
Here’s the dilemma: You know you need better collaboration 
tools, but the thought of making system-wide changes gives 
you pause. Enter Google Apps for Work—an amazingly flexible 
system that puts everyone on your team on the same page. 

Sprint has been helping many enterprise businesses move to 
Google Apps as fast as possible. In the process we’ve gained a 
few nuggets of practical wisdom, which we’d like to share with 
you.

Download the eBook for the full explanation of these seven tips 
for a perfect Google Apps migration:

Ask questions.

Bring in the new. Don’t throw out the old.

Know your options.

Give your people what they need.

Choose your new toys excitedly.

Team up with the right people.

Be a good scout.

Customer perspective. 

“We saw huge improvements. … On the dispatcher side, where they used to deal with 400 
calls per day, those numbers dropped below 50, which has improved our productivity there.”

—Zach Middleton, A.B. May

Download the eBook at sprint.com/googleappstips

Google Apps for Work from Sprint: Offers not avail. in all 
markets/locations. Not all features avail. on all devices, 
operating systems, and/or browsers.

A.B. May is amazed by Google Apps.

Find out how this Kansas City home services company, 
with 220 employees, worked with Sprint to implement 
a new email and office system over a weekend.

Read the case study at sprint.com/abmay



Wheels up with Sprint 
Connected Fleet.
Left on their own, drivers can waste fuel, violate traffic laws and cause accidents, 
especially when backing up. 

Thanks to new remote technology, it’s easier than ever to improve fleet 
performance—and ensure the best service possible in order to retain loyal 
customers.

Sprint Connected Fleet gives you greater visibility, so you can:

• Maximize fuel and field worker efficiency

• Ensure driver safety and regulatory compliance 

• Make processes and people more productive

Watch a short video on how Sprint Connected Fleet can transform your field 
operations at sprint.com/fleetmanagementvideo

M2M: Try Before You Buy.
Many enterprise organizations are interested in the ability of machine-to-machine 
(M2M) technologies to help them cut costs, out-perform competitors and boost 
revenue, but are afraid to commit to a whole new system that might not work out. 

Now you can reduce the risk: Work with a Sprint expert to determine the right M2M 
solutions for your organization, then try them for up to 60 days at no initial charge.

Try-Buy Program: CL, small business and public sector only on select devices/solutions. Initial Evaluation Period is for 30 days at no initial charge to 
customer according to trial agreement. May be extended additional 30 days with 14 days prior notice. At the end of the trial period, monthly svc. 
will discontinue and company must return any trial devices to Sprint within 14 days of the conclusion of the trial period. Company must contact 
Sprint Rep to continue svc. after the trial period. Customer is responsible for any set-up or other charges not specified in the trial agreement. 
Additional terms and restrictions may apply.

Manage all your connected devices with Sprint 
Command Center 2.0.

A simple, self-service portal makes it easy to manage your 
global M2M infrastructure.

Check it out at sprint.com/commandcenter

Sign up for your free trial at sprint.com/m2mtrynow


